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Abstract 

Most public infrastructure projects in Norway are conducted with design-bid-build contract form. However, the traditional 
design-bid-build contract seems to be both time consuming and demand a lot of resources. And at the same time contribute to a 
high level of conflict between the project owner and the contractor. Because of this, and an increased amount of big and complex 
infrastructure projects, public project owners are boosting their use of design-build contracts. Use of design-build contracts can 
potentially shorten project time, and reduce cost. In addition, the use of this contract form can release the project owner’s 
resources and make use of the contractor’s competence. Within the design-build contract form and delivery method there is a 
certain room of maneuver. This can be utilized and potentially contribute to achieve the mentioned benefits. The problem occurs 
when the public project owner’s laws and regulations limits this room of maneuver, and puts too many restrictions on the 
contractor’s choice of technical solutions and ways of construction. To explore this a literature review and multiple case studies 
were conducted. Four public road projects were explored through semi-structured in depth interviews and document studies. This 
identified the room of maneuver in the studied projects, as well as the potential room of maneuver for the projects. The level of 
detail set in the contract by the project owner, through deployment of the laws and regulations, seems to be the most critical 
factor. This decides whether the contractor has a satisfying room of maneuver or is too restricted and not able to propose and 
execute alternative solutions.    
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1. Introduction 

The experience with design-build contracts is extensive in projects concerning buildings and such, but road 
construction projects have traditionally been executed with design-bid-build contracts. According to Shrestha (2011)  
[18], public sector projects make less use of design-build project delivery system than private sector projects. The 
Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA) wants to increase their use of design-build contracts [16], with 
intention to decrease the level of conflict between the NPRA as project owner and the contractors, as well as exploiting 
the competence of the contractors.  

Until recently the NPRA has been solely responsible for planning and executing construction and maintenance of 
roads [16]. The NPRA is an organization with many years of experience in planning, building and maintaining the 
Norwegian road infrastructure. Traditionally the NPRA has in most of their project portfolio used design-bid-build 
contracts. Their system with control, requirements and contract strategy is formed around the traditional design-bid-
build contract. The NPRA are now exploring the possibilities to increase their use of design-build contracts and are 
expanding their competence by deploying it in their projects [16]. 

Nye Veier AS (“New Roads”) was established in 2015, and in 2016 they took over the responsibility for building 
and maintaining some of the highways that earlier was in the NPRA’s project portfolio. Nye Veier AS is a stock based 
firm owned by the government. The government’s goal by establishing this firm is to create a new project owner with 
a slimmer organization and a strategy based on design-build contracts. This will, hopefully, contribute to holistic and 
cost efficient execution of road projects [15]. Nye Veier AS’ vision is to “Build good roads fast and smart” [12]. In 
their contract strategy and model for execution Nye Veier AS intend to simplify the processes, and shorten the time 
horizon on their construction projects by involving the contractor earlier in the process. Their strategy is based on 
design-build contracts and through good descriptions on what function the product is required to attain.  

The NPRA has traditionally used design-bid-build contracts. Their strategy and their standards have consequently 
been aligned with this project delivery system. This paper reports on the NPRA’s, as well as Nye Veier AS’, 
experiences with design-build contracts in four public road projects. The research aims to contribute with knowledge 
concerning if or if not the NPRA’s standards and regulations are too strict, and if it puts too many restrictions on the 
contractor and their room of maneuver during planning and execution.  

The NPRA method for project planning and execution has traditionally been based on their own standards and 
internal processes. In the design-bid-build contracts, the NPRA uses these standards and processes to create the 
contract between them and the contractor. Usually the NPRA has furnished a completed design for the construction, 
upon which the contractors bid [3]. This is the traditional way of performing design-bid-build contracts, and these 
types of contracts often contained a high level of detail. The NPRA’s standards for road construction include tunnels, 
sewage systems, surfacing and fundaments [20]. This is done so the NPRA secure wanted product, and easily can 
control the construction process. The possible downside with this is that this limits the contractor when it comes to 
using their competence and choosing suitable technical solutions, as well as executing the building process efficiently.  

This paper assesses the public projects owner experiences with design-build contracts on road projects, as well as 
how the projects owners in the best possible way can use design-build contracts on public road projects in the future. 
The gap of knowledge is whether the NPRA’s standards and processes limit the potential benefits in design-build 
contracts room of maneuver. These benefits can be reduced cost and reduced project time [4]. The room of 
maneuver can also promote innovation and new solutions on problems. The analysis is structured per the following 
research questions:  

 
1) How does the NPRA and Nye Veier AS use the room of maneuver in design-build contracts respectively? 
2) What experience and knowledge has the NPRA gained in the examined projects? 
3) In what manner, could the NPRA and Nye Veier AS use the actual room for maneuver in such contracts? 
 
The experiences and knowledge gained in the examined projects will be used to develop a recommendation to the 

NPRA and Nye Veier AS on how they in the best possible way can make use of the room of maneuver in design build 
contracts.  
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